THINK PLANET.  Planet Oregon Wines are a responsibly delicious choice. We farm our grapes sustainably, protecting streams and rivers from run-off that can harm fish and other wildlife. We monitor carbon emissions, energy use, and waste production to ensure the only mark we leave on this Planet is a wine stain or two.

DRINK OREGON.  Oregon is a world renowned wine region in the beautiful Pacific Northwest. Our grapes are farmed in the Willamette Valley, a diverse landscape of rolling hills and ancient soils sandwiched between the Coastal and Cascade Ranges, a mere 30 miles to the Pacific Ocean. This is the New World’s most promising wine region for Pinot Noir.

GIVE BACK.  A portion of our profits from this bottling are donated to the Oregon Environmental Council. Their work ensures Oregonians live healthier lives because our air, water and land are cleaner; our food is sustainably produced; and the products, energy and transportation we rely on are safer for our environment.

TASTING NOTE
“Offers sappy red berry flavors that display very good clarity and tangy lift thanks to a spine of juicy acidity. Finishes silky, gently sweet and quite long, with supple tannins framing lingering red fruit.”

VARIETAL COMPOSITION
100% OREGON PINOT NOIR

APPELLATION
100% WILLAMETTE VALLEY

ALCOHOL
13.4% ALC.

FERMENTATION
TRADITIONAL METHODS, SMALL, OPEN TOP VESSELS

AGING
100% FRENCH OAK BARRELS
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